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SUMMARY

An experimental seismic investigation was carried out along a
north—south traverse, 13 miles south of Hamilton in the Otway Basin,
Victoria. The investigation formed part of a survey designed to obtain
a comparison of the shothole and "Vibroseis" seismic techniques, with
regard to quality of data and operational costs. In particular, this
area was chosen as being representative of areas of volcanic cover.

The anticipated problems associated with the presence of shallow
volcanics proved to be minor and the major obstacle to obtaining good
seismic records was shown to be surface noise.

A fairly heavy technique was found by which fair quality records
could be obtained.

. The prindipal reflection, which was of fair to *good quality, had
a pronounced overall north dip and occurred at reflection times between
0.6 and 0;95 sedOnds: This reflection was interfeied by:reflected
refractions and by diffraction patterns, the latter suggesting the
possibility of faulting.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During the period mid-April to mid-June 1965, the No. 2 Seismic
Party of the Bureau of Mineral Resources (B.M.R.) carried out an exper-
tmental seidMit - pregraMme alöng'theMt.:.Napier road, 13 Thilee'South of
HamiltoniNiatoria (Traverse V.2. Plate 1).':4thort:traVerse,,,V.3,:6,
miles north Of Heywood . wati(itleor sury.eyed..,'

• The Work-dohe, on these traverses formepart of an exPerimental
programme deeignedto'Provide a cOMparison between therahothole and
Vibroseis seismic methods in certain difficult geismic areas. In
particular,:travereey.2 and . T..3 . were seleOted ab' being representatiVe --

'of areas of Tertiitry'Volhenic cOveri where T4eVioUs SeieMic'investigations
hattnOt produeed good results.. . The 'experimental programme was carried out
on traverse V.2 and traverse V.3 was surveyed to test the technique
evolved, in a different area. -

The traverses were laid along sealed roads, but access to the
road reserve's wae•hempered by heavy rain throughout:the -latterpart of
the - survey. Operations Were -postponedin MidJune, dire to' ^weather ,

,Conditione;end assOciated -equipMent troubles, and, :although 'second
attempt was made' in Jay, eurfaceconditiOns Were still toO'wett6 permit•
the-COMPletion of' the programme.

The work done on traverse V.3 is not satisfactory, and, as the
party will be returning to the area in February 1966 to reshoot this
traverse and the remaining six shotpoints on traverse V.2, this report
will omit the results from traverse V.3.

No comparison with the results of the Vibroseis survey will be .
drawn in this present report, which covers only the 1965 shothole survey.

Staff and equipment on the field party and operational details
are listed in appendices 1 and 2 respectively.

2. GEOLOGY

The Otway Basin, which extends over an area of 13,000 square miles
on .

land, consists of Tertiary and Mesozoic sediments along, and off-shore
from, the South,-West coast of Victoria and the South-East coast of South
Australia.

The land area is divided into several Tertiary Sub-basins; from
west to east these are:

The Gambier Sunklands - - separated from the Murray Basin
to the north, by the Padthaway Horst and its south-east
extension, the Kanawinka Fault,

(2) the Portland Sunklands - separated from the Gambier
Sunklands by the sub-surface Dartmoor Ridge.

the Torquay Embayment - separated from the Portland
Sunklands by a shallow sub-surface ridge between the
Otway Range and the Barrabool ‘ Hills.

Most of the surface formations Consist of Quarternary to Recent
sands, dunes, marshes and colcanics, Tertiary Volcanics::and Tertiary

( 3 )



marine limestones. These formations confine knowledge of the deeper
stratigraphy and structure to evidence from stratigraphic bores and
geophysical surveys.

The stratigraphy of the basin is summarised below:-

Max. Thickness 

Pleistocene
^

basalts, tuff, scoria and sand dunes

Pliocene^alluvium

Oligocene^Heytesbury Gp., Glenelg Gp., Gambier^,2900'
Limestone, limestone and marls

Eocene-Palaeocene Wangerrip Gp., Knight Gp.i' Quartz sandstone,,^50001
conglomeratic sandstone with much clay and
siltstone

disconformity

^

'Upper Cretaceous^P.aarrette Rm.^ 1000'

. Glauconitio sands and carbonaceous
shales. Probably more abundant in
Gambier Sunklands

^

Upper Cretaceous^Belfast Mudstone

^

Lower Cretaceous^Mudstone, clayey, glauconitic

unoonformity

Lower Cretaceous^Flaxman .Beds
Sandstorie,'llmonitio,.
chloritic and sideritio
.greywacke
Waame , Fm..
Subgreywackes, minor
sandstones, siltstones

Lower CretaceouS . ptway4aerino Gp^ .700011

Upper Jurassic^Basal'. sand (lower Cretapeous)
Arkosic sands, Greywacie .

and:Mudstone•^.

3. .
^SEISMIC INFORMATION

46neral. The Bureau of Mineral Resources carried Outthe first
seismic tests mainly on.basalt areas in the Otway Basin near Heywood, Viet.,
in 1956 (Lodwick and Vale, 1958). Since 1956 the South Australia Mines

—
Department seismic crews, and contractors employed by the lea0-holders have
shot approximately 2700 miles of traverses using conventional seismic equipmen
and shot-hole methods. This work has been tarried out in the coastal areas
of the Portland Sunklands, in the Gambier Sunklands and offshore from the
coast of S.W. Victoria.

The offshore work has been generally successful. It indicates the
existence of a deep structural trend roughly parallel to the coast in a W.N.W.
direction and a series of very4entle .E.N.E. trending folds parallel to the
Otway Ranges in the shallow section.

400'

450'
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On-land,.selmnic work has yielded good resUlts'iLmany areas,

however no eimple technique has - ielded . good results throughout the Otway

Basin,'and'there are -
large areas where only-poor or no reflection data has

been obtained to date. In addition large areas, with volcanic cove-sand
dune cover and Gambier Limestone cover, havelpeen generally avoided due to
difficulties experienced in the limited amount of seismic work which has been
'done on these formations.

Portland Sunklands - Shothole Seismic Surveys. The greatest amount of
'traversing in the Otway Basin has been carried out in the Portland Sunk-

- 1 -
aids in areas with no basalt cover. In this pub-basin fair quality seismic

results have been obtained with a relatively light technique consisting
of 3 holes in line, 75 ft. apart and 12 geophones per trace, with up to
274 ft.. between geophOnes. The—eharge4hich varied from 5 to 15 lbs per
'hole was loaded to a mixtmum depth of . 150'.

In areas, Mainly 'bOrdering-thebesait area, wherereflection
quality deteriorated, -

eonsiderable testing has been carried out in
:Attempts to improve reflection quality. This testing mainly consisted of
increasing the number of holes per.shotpcint,. experimenting - with: hole'

' depths and charge sizes and with•increasing the number of geophones,per
' .trace.Thit type of .

testing'has•shownAhat in:Creasing the effort factor
generally improves the reflectiOn quality. When shooting on weathered ,

'basalt east of the Glenely HiVer . duringthe Dartmoor-Nelson survey, Frome- .

'Broken Hill Co. Pty.' Lt4,- -used . 10 . hOle-patterns 30 ft. deep with a total

of 250 lb. .and recorded .With . 24 geophones per trace, 125f eet apart.

.^-

The coastal non-basalt areas of the Portland Sunklands are now
fairly extensively covered by.seismic work, and the exploration of this
sub-bin is extni1ng northwards -

on, to'areas covered by the volcanics.
Frome-Broken Hill CO. Pty. Ltd., recently conducted the reconnaissance
Branxholme-Zoroit survey on volcanics north of Pretty Hill No. '1 well,
to investigate the extension of the basin northwords. The common depth '•

point (C.D.P.) method was used on this survey, generally with 6 fold
coverage. Initial results using this method in the basalt area are
encouraging despite the difficulties experienced in obtaining good static
'and dynamic corrections to enable efficient compositing to be carried out.
'Multiples probably reflecting between the Upper Wangerrip Formation and
the surface, and multiples of undetermined origin similar in appearance
to the reverberation typeaultiples -

of marine. mork,..are additional
ra.oblems in this area. However, on the final C.D.P. sections multiple
interferenCe appears tobe greatly: reduced as compared with the normal -_^.^ .
sections.^-

)
Portland Sunklands - VibroseisSurvé:i 
surv413 Were carried_outsouth of the

•

using transposed and 10 fold C.D.P:Methodtg... Results from this
initial work rangedlremsair to poor:and . Were comparable to those
Obtained from previous shot hole work.'

'^At

Results were improved only slightly by this large increase/in effort ::

In addition to the above testing, noise spreads have been shot

•in'the course Cf the various- surveys, on surfaces with volcanics present,
••

varying from tUff and weathered basalt to hard basalt. These noise
• spreads were not continuoUSly, recorded.out-from the ethotpcint -and because

of this the results are difficult to analyse. The main conclusion from
the noisesh'ooting is thatthe type of noise,present varies over a small• ••- •^•^.•
area.

No. .1 bore (Volcanicie' 1) iind on areas of-Volcanics cover 'near Mont
Napier (VolCanics 2) and north of Heywood' (Voice:flied -3) during a 6 weeks

period in May and 'June 1964;

Recordings were made along the Volcanics 1 traverse* 2 miles ;

,1964. Experimental - "Vibioseis"
Nolcanfcs shield near pretty, Hills'

char gE

. ,
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Noise spreads

,

 wererecorded on the' maineiperiMentaI, Volcanics 2,• •^,
traverseand detailed experimentation was carried out with differenttyPes
of Vibrator and geophone patterns, 'number' ofvibrator sweeps, different

•geOphone to vibrator offsets and sweep frequencies. Testing indicated
that the surface noise with velocities in the range4,860"ft/sec- 9;000 ft/sec,
.should be attenuated satisfactorily by the'vibrator and gpophone patterns.
The best libroseie" transposed technique found used 400 ft long source
patterns ar4400 ft long by 200'ftwide detector patterns. These arrangements,

• .equivalent,t0,400ttlong by .206 ft wide shothole petterns.and•400 ft long in-
.. line geophone patterns, gave effective cancellation of the noise events. ,A
vibrator 'Sweep frequency range Of ?p to 57 c.p.s. (mean"38'c.p.s.) - was found
to be most effective for this traverse. The effective sampling Using the
transposed "Vibroseis" method was within the range 8000 7 12000 separate ray
paths: Part of, the 6-mile long traverse was rePeated using a.10 Told C.D.P.
method'with source and detector'patternt264 ft long. The C.D.P. compositing
gave cancellation of noise events and an improvement in continuityof
reflectors despite the reduction in pattern length. Weathering corrections
were applied tdthereeults assuming a constant weathering depth of 25 ft
along-the traverse.-

The^compositing"produced an improvement in record quality,
-thus-it can be assumed that, wheh long source and detector patterns are used,
on the Volcanics 2 traverse weathering' depth variations are not Critical..

On the'Volcanic6 2 traverse reflection quality varied'irom,poor
. to fair.- A strong but intermittent reflection was recorded between .0.5.^.
sec. -and 1.0 sec "reflection time. Continuity of this event was' poor in
the northern part of the traverse but fair towards the south. Oontinuity
is bestEboUt vibrating point 180. The origin of this event ie indeterminate,
but from its character and the lack of reliable deeper events it has been
tentatively correlated with basement: In the southern part o0 he traverse,
interference occurs between this event and events with 'steep dip. It was
suggested that the steeply dipping events could be miatiples' hOwever there
*as no definite evidence to support this.^-

The same transposed and C.D.P. recording methods were used on the'
Volcanics 3, 'traverse as on Volcanics 2, to test the applicability Of ,the
methods to another:drea'with the Volcanic cover: On this traVerse . fair
quality reflections - were:recorded' At approx. 06, 0.9 and 1.3 seconds.
Continuity on theee-events:Waeagain intermittent probably due to the presence
of . a.high . ambient noise level on recording caused by heavy traffic, rain
And wind in trees along the traverse. The synthetic seismogram from
Eumeralla:No. 1 bore, which,lies 20 miles to the south-east Of the traverse
indicates that first order surface multiples could occur on the VOlcanicp0
section at 1.3 sec, if correlation can . be,effected over this distance.'

In general the "Vibroseis" work has Indicated' that a surface.^.
method, -using long source and detector patterns and a high,degtee of
Compositing can be usedeffectively On the Volcanic cover. However 'the
repults obtained . do pose problems in interpretation due to the' lprobable
presence_Of multiple reflections or variations in the velocity distribution
inthe section.

_ VelOCity -InforMatiOn The moat reliable velocity information,
in the basin is .thet obtained from continuous velocity (sonic) logsand
well-geophone survey information. , Sonic-Idgelare available 'for Pretty
Hills No. 1 Well; Eumeralla No. 1 and other recent wells in the Portland
SUnklande. The "Vibroseie results in the Yolcanics areafwere dynamically
corrected using the Pretty Hills velocity function. The appearance of
the reflections of the corrected record sectione - generallY indicates that
the application of this function to -the- result'sinstead of a,lUnction
derived from the Vibroseie results for each area does not introduce
signifiCant errors in:smocithing the reflections.
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4. OBJECTIVES 

The main objective of this survey was to obtain a comparison of-the
shothole and Vibroseis techhiqiiee in the difficult:SeiSftic reflectippas*Ssi of the
Otway Basin, with regard to both quality of data and operational costs.,'

The results of the experimental Vibroseis survey were of at
least comparable quality to those of previous shothole seismic surveys.
However, these previous surveys involved very little experimentation, and
the maximum effort used, consisted of 24 geophones per trace and ten
hole shot patterns.

An objective of this survey therefore was to obtain improved
seismic reflection information using the shot—hole technique, by
increasing the effort factor through a logical and detailed experimental..
procedure, until reliable results of equal or better quality to the
"Vibroseis" results were obtained, or the effort required became econ-
omically prohibitive.

Production shooting was to be carried out in each problem are*
in the Otway Basin, and the comparisons of costs and quality of results
obtained by the shothole and Vibroseis methods were to be based on this
shooting. Production shooting was to be carried out in the exact location's
used on the Vibroseis survey.

To obtain good quality results in . the areas to be surveyed,
solutions to certain problems occurring in these areas had to be found:
These problems are discussed below.

(1) Volcanics — Portland Sunkland: S.W. Victoria 

Several problems inherent to the presence of volcanics, exist
in this area: . These, andother problems in the area covered by volcanice;
are as follows:—

. Surface problems

Energy transmission
Variations . in the :weathered layer

(c) Hard drilling

2. Subsurface problems

(a) Lateral velocity variations
(b) - Multiple reflections

. 1. Surface problems'

(a) Energy transmission. Basalt, tuff and other volcanic
matter which covers the northern part of the Portland Sunklands forms a
screen which makes it difficult to transmit energy to the geologic section
below the basalt, and to receive energy back from beneath it. These
difficulties are commonly encounteredin areas where formations with
velocities are on or near the surface."

On the volcanics; seismic results are best where the
volcanics are thin and the charges were placed below them. Where the
volcanics are thick or very hard lin& the:charges_were . conse4Uently plabe4Ati,

them at shallow depth the results were poor to fair. Results were poorest
when sho-oting - waS oarried.oUt in tUff_or eroded . basalt..^•

^
"



(b) Variation3in the weathered layer. The thickness and
velocities of the weathered layer formations were thought to be extremely
variable. These are difficult to determine on the volcanics. It is thus
difficult to calculate good static (weathering and elevation) - corrections
to apply to the seismic reflection data in the area. However, the results
of the Vibroseis survey, and of the , associated shot hole weathering survey
on traverse Volcanics 2, show that this problem is not as critical as was
originally thought.

(c) hard drilling. 'Drilling is difficult and expensive in_
hard basalt. The drilling rate, using a Mayhew 1000 combinatiOn drill
can be as low as one inch per hour. Thus on the volcanics any seismic
method requiring drilling can be very costly.

2. Subsurface problems'

(S) Lateral velocity variationS.-There is a dynamic (spread)
correction problem due to lateral changes in vertical velocities in the
section.' These changes are due to the varying extent of basalt in the
section, the presence of Gambier Limestone under the basalt in some areas,
as well as variations in the thickness of deeper formations. The results
Of the Vibröseis -survey, particularly from the C.D.P. technique, have shown
that this constitutes less of a problem than was previously thought:

. (b) Multiple reflections. Multiples are evident on most
recordings made on or near the basalt areas., They are very strong in the
area north of Pretty Hills NO'. 1 well. The synthetic seismogram from this
well confirms that multiples are likely to be a problem in this-a±á

•^
Ihis synthetic ,seismogram indicates good reflecting conditibns

at theiop_ofthe. .UPperlängertit Group'atA100 ft, in the Otway-Merino
Group at 2e90 ft., and at basement at 7880 ft. Weaker reflecting conditions
are indicated for the Pretty . Hine sands .. The synthetic seismogram
-the:filteredprimaryrefiections plus 'filtered first order surfabe'multiples;
the strongest Of'; these appear to be multiples with reflection paths between
the surface and the top of the-Upper Wangerrip.^ -

Another type of multiple is found when shooting is carried out
on the basalt. As noted-previouSly,"these are similar to the reverberation.
type multiples .(ringing) which arefound in marine work. They are of
indefinite'origin . but:possibiy may be reflections with multiple paths within
limestone underlying the basalt.

PROGRAMME

A shotpoint interval of '880 feet was chosen (a) to conform with
the vibroseis survey, and (b)..because a shallow section had been indicated
by the results -of previous surveys..

Recording commenced at S.P.182 with tests to determine best pre-
filter settings. -

'Using these settings a series of shots was fired at S.P.180 to
determine the charge and charge depth giving the best reflection quality
and energy return, for use in the noise recording. These shots were
recorded over a spread laid between S.P.180 and S.-P.182 to examine the
relative reflection moveout over 880 feet and 1760 feet. An in-line
geophone pattern-of 16 geophones, 20 feet apart, was used to donform with
the group length of 300 feet arrived at on previous shothole surveys.
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20 lb. charges were fired,

(i) at the base of a hard basalt layer
(ii) in the hard basalt layer
CiW at the top of the hard .basalt:layer
(iV) in . the clay and weathered basalt.

Shooting in the hard basalt layer proved to give best resultsand
charges of 25 lbs., and 30 lbs., were then fired at this depth, with little
variation in resultant record quality !

20 lb charges at the same depth were therefore used for the noise
recording. Five spreads were laid between 300 feet and 3870 feet northwards
from S.P.180. A trace interval of 30 feet was used with 8 geophones,
bunched, per trace, and the recordings were made using a linear gain to
permit the measurement' of relative amphitudes. The pre-filters were used
in order that the noise recorded would be only that which had to be
filtered spatially.

A transverse noise spread was laid through S.P. 181 a distance of
880 feet from the shot at S.P. 180. One geophone per trace was.used with a
25 feet trace interval.:

While the noise records were being analysed, an uphole survey was
carried out at S.?. 181-using a normal 24 trace split-spread. Twelve shots
were fired at depths varying .

 from 250 feet to the surface, and were recorded
using 8 geophonesf bunched, per.tracefto permit.the.construction of a -wave-
front diagram (Meissner, 1961). It was decided, on the bases of energy'
level and reflection quality obtained during the uphole recording, that the
charge depth should be increased. from the previously_determined value of:t -

50 feet to between 80 and 90 feet, where a . thick band of hard basalt existed..

•^. Using this depth,-twojnlina shothole patterns, of 3 holes, 50 feet
apart 'with 30 lbs per hole and 5 holes, 50 feet apart with 20 11)4 per-hCle,
were compared at S.P. 179. The geophone pattern of 32;geophones per trace,
in two rows of 16 geophones f 20 feet apart, was Chosen after studying the
noise characteristics.

The 5 hole pattern gave the better result, and was used in a :test

at S.P. 180 - to determine the best charge size. Charges of 5 x 5, 5 x lo,
5 x 15 and 5 x 20 lbs were fired. into a split-spread using the same geophone
group as at S.P. 179. Best results were obtained from the 5 x 20 lbs. (Plate 8).

A further comparison between 5 x 20 lbs and 5 x 2i lbs was made at
S.P. 181 to examine the effect of a large decrease in charge on the level
of the low frequency energy Occurring immediately after the main event : at
0.8 seconds. The low frequency energy was decreased, but the reflection
quality was also lowered. Two shots were then fired at S.P. 178, one with
and one without.prefilters, to' confirm that the instruments were functioning
satisfactorily.

In order to increase the,rate of subsurface coverage it was decided
that the spreadlengths would be increased from 880 feet to 1200 feet, giving
a station interval of 100 feet and reducing the groundmixing from 4/1 to
3/1. Using this longer spreadlengthf 5 hole shot patterns with 20 lbs unit
charges and 32 geophones per trace as above, a short section was shot between
shotpoints 178 and 173B.^.

Although shallow reflections were recorded -on this section, it was
apparent that the noise level was still high and it was decided that the
quality of the shallow events could probably be improved .by an increased
effort factor. An attempt was made to obtain a further 6 db attenuation of
the noise by enlarging the shothole pattern to 7 holes in line, 50 feet apart,
and lengthening the geophone pattern to 24 per trace, 15 feet apart. these
larger patterns coupled with the increase in spread length brought the main
signal at 0.7 seconds within the range of significant attenuation (more than



3 db.), by the shothole and geophone groups. However the increase in noise
attenuation was.such that an overall improvement in the signal: noise ratio
was obtained.

This. heavIer . technique was used at S.P. 172 and the geophone pattern
was subsequent* increased to tow lines of 24 ge4hones per trace with the
same geophone Interval 'to Obtain 'additional attenuation of random and trans-
verse noise. The two lines were spaced 30 feet apart.

This technique gave good results at shotpoints 171 and 170 and it
-wims'uded to complete the section from shotpoint 183B to shotpoint 195B.

Most of this part of the section and all the subsequent work on
travertie V.3 was spoiled by faulty equipment operation caused by'dampness.
The party' returned to Hamilton later in the year to . reshoot this defective
'work before access became impossible due to waterlogged sUrface conditions.

A noise analysis was reshot at shotpoint 180 to ,determine whether
any change had. 'occurred in the characteristics of the surface noise due to
the saturation of the ground.

Comparison between the effects of one and two linesof 24
geophohes per trace, and between 7 and 5 holes, 50 feet apart, and 4 holes,
100 feet apart were made -at shotpoints 180B and 181B.

.^.^.
'Finally a Section was ehOt from shotPoint 180B to . 189B Using the

hole pattern and 48 gebiahones per trace: •

The remaining six ehotpointe on this traverse will be shot when
the party returns to the area in 1966.

6. RESULTS

6:1 Experimental,Ruit 

60.1" Near-surface conditions

The drilling Was not hard as had been anticipated, and One-,
tratidn rateel:n places were as high as 100 feet per hour; however the.
average rates over thewhold'sUrVeywere'between 70 and 90feet per hour::

I• •

The near surface strata encounteredin the shotholes consisted of,^.
intercalations Of clay, weathered basalt and.  basalt.

- Within these three basic Torthations, cionsiderable,variations in
thickness, hardness and continuity were noted. Significant variations
occurred within the individual shothole patterns, making the placement
of the charge possible only after the logs of each constituent hole in
the pattern -hed'been n studied.'

At shotpoint 180 the best overall reflection quality was obtained
when the charge was placed within the layer'of"hard_basalt at 40 to 50
feet. However it was found after the deep,uphole survey at shotpoint 18 1
that a thicker basalt layer, occurring below 70 feet provided a better
shooting medium.

This deeper layer proved to be a more consistent formation than
the shallow basalt and was used where present, throughout the remainder of
the survey. The depth to the formation varied between 70 and . 10(Yfeet
and - ciOnsequently'the normal shot:depth.lay between 75 and. 105 feet. No
basalfwAsPresentin.thecholes at the southernmmtend of the traverse .
and here the ElhOts were -fired in olay.
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The depth to the base of-the low velocity layer (seismic i weathering)
was mostly within the range 20 to. 30 feet, and the base appeared to coincide
fairly closely with the top of the first layer of weathered basalt. No sharp
variations in the thickness of the weathering were encountered.

. The weathering and sub-weathering velocities measured from the
uphole survey were 1800.feet/sec and 10,000 feet/sec respectively (Plate 3).
This sharp velocity increase at the base of the weathering is shown in the
wave-front 'diagram plotted from. the uphole survey, The diagram also shows.
good correlation . with the appropriate drill logs-(Plate 4). . A ,horizontal
velocity of 12,000 ft/sec in the sub-weathering was determinea from first
breaks.

6.1.2 Noise
"^•

During the noise recording, the prefilter unit was used with a
setting of 18 o.p.s. and a slope of 12 db/Ootave.

The background noise level was found to lie between 10 and 30
micro volts, but during particularly windy periods, it could rise to 100
micro volts.

t,

*
Two variable area sections of the noise recordings are shOwn on

Plate 5, one with and the other without A.G.C. The time distance graph
based on this section is shown on Plate 6. The frequency response and
wavenumber response diagrams which appear, on Plate 7 were computed from the
velocity, apparent mean frequency and the highest significant amplitude of
each train.- The amplitude of noise event number 1 Was selected as the'
standard:to which the other amplitudes were referred. This value, 0 db,
corresponds to an input voltage of 65.6 millivolts.

The events - numbered 2 and 10 on the time-distance graph have low
and:therefore troublesoMe .WaVe'numbers. These events are thought to be
refractions on the bases of their velocities and their apparent lack of
curved moveput.. Becauseof their , offset distances, they should not affect
the records. Ih -pAttiOUlar;'6Verit"number 10 appears to be a refraction.
closely associated with. the main reflection band, which occurs between
0.75 and 0.85 sedOhda; -drid'it'hda ' ' VelOcity of 18,000 ft/sec.

^

.^•^_ •^•
• From the. frequency and wave number spectra it may' be seen that•.^•^.

events 7 and 15.have very low.wave•numbers. They are apparent only after
the higher amplitude and shorter duration waves have died out;, but could
still pose a residual problem after attenuation.of the stronger waves..

The highest amplitude events are numbeFs 1, 3 9 4, and 6, but
these have wavenumbers:of:approiimately .6:.CyCles/1000 feet and-
Attenuated significantly'by the. shothole and 'pophone.patterns used. The
minor events 5 9 8, 11, 12..9-13 - end .14-should be strongly attenuated.

• •^•^,^•••^•^••.•.^•
Want number-.9 has been interpreted as a reflection . because of

its curvature. Two wave numbers were computed for this eventby choosing
apparent velocities from 0 to 880 feet-and from 880 to 1.760 feet.. These
wave numbers gave an indication of the- increase in eignal attenuation
likely to result from an increase in spreadlength.

The reflection has a fairly high amplitude and indicates a'
good signal to noise, ratio in that particular time zone.

Interference between the ,longitudinal noise and transverse events
'could be seen on the-record from the transverse noise spread. No para-
meters were computed for the transverse trains however, as they were ill
defined and of low amplitude.

A reverse noise train may be seen on the variable area section on
the farthest spread at a time of approximately 1.2 seconds. This event
however has low velocity and amplitude, and no parameters were computed.
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Intplit - EnerY 
-

The comparison at.S.P. 180 of the effect on record
Variblitt charge sizes "showed that up to a total charge of 5 x
was a .slight increase in signal to noise ratio with increase
size. This improvement in,quaIity could.only be seen in the
(Plate . 8) -.

quality of
20 lbs there
in charge
shallow events.

•

.^.^.
• •^Below the main reflection band'at Approximaiely'0.8 secOnds, a

series'ofloi frequency events were recorded. A reduttionof the 'Charge'
to 5 x 2i'lbs wata successfUl in reducing the level of thielOw frequency'.
energy, but only at the expense of the quality of the shallow events. The
best unit charge therefore Was taken to be 20 lbs.

The general energy return for a total charge of 100 lbs . as depicted
by the log level indicator cOnaisied'of.an initial peak of 3 to 10 millivolts
followed by a gradual decay to between 1 and 3 Millivolts until the main
reflection band was reached, when it again rose beyond . 3 millivolts.
Thereafter it.decayed at a rate of approxiMately 15 dbs per second and the

^

--^•
ckgroUnd - noifie level of 10 7.30'microvOlts was usually reached between

and 3.0-seconds.

-^ .^,
An'initial gain setting . of -6ö dbs Was used, and the final gain

setting varied between maximum and - 26 dbs-atcording to the background .
noise level.^

"

A mediuM A.M. speed Of approxiietely . 80 . 'db/second was used,
.^•

" . * Filtering• •^"

Mean signal frequencies were, found. to, be between 25 and 35 cycles
per second, With frequencies of 30 to 33-46 predominating.‘ This Placed:
a liiiton . the'IOW cut'electrical filtering. It was found that'loiytat
filtereabbve:2$ cps destrOyed the -signiI'characier,'and accOrdinglY the
recordings•were taken- witli an 18 ol5s tUt-Ofk on'thepre filters and a
slope of 12.db/OctaVe: —A high out filter Of K.92 was used on record and
the best playback fiitereikere:tound 7 tobe'r21'--K75: .

^

.^ .^-^-,^•

The wave' •number spectrum,determined from the noise analysis
indicated that out-off wavenumber k 1/n.e -. 3 to 4 (n • number Of units: .

,e distance between units), should be used for the spatial filter. This
.116111d. give sifnificentattenuation Of the Main noise events' 1, 3 9 4 and 6
'and' would also attenuate the low wavemuMber'events numbers 7 end 15..

The shotholeand geoPhone arrayS Chosen after the noise test
were ata . f011ois:':

Siotholesi' 5 - holee in line,' 50 feet'

geophones:^two lines of'16_per treCe: in line. .

.-Line spacing 25 feet

GeOphone spacing 20 feet.

A smaller shothole pattern of 3 'holes, 50 feet apart was tried
initially, but gave poor results. Subsequent Comparisons between 7 holes,
50 feet apart, 5 holes, 50 feet apart and 4 holes, 100 feet apart revealed
that-e slight improvement occurred in the quality Cf the early 'part of' the
section with the 7 hole pattern. The 4 hale pattern gave av poorer' quality
record, probably because of the large value'of e. (Plate 8).

Further slight improvement; in record quality were obtained by
increasing the geophone pattern to 24 per trace in line,' 15 feet apart, and
then tiO lines of 24 per trace. '



Shothole:

Geophones:

•Ampl ifier;filters:

Gain:

It is -
probable that the slight improvements in quality obtained

by lengthening the 'patterns Was due to the increased attenuation of the
noise events numbered 7 and 15. .

 increase in spreadlength•from 880 feet - to 1200 feet; decreased

the groundmixing from 4/1 to 3/1 4 .but also increased the signal attenuation,
at the greater offsets. The main reflection band -at 0.75 seconds was strong
enough to overcome the extra attenuation resulting from the increased pattern
lengths and spreadlengths 1Sut'the shallower events . were - strongly attenUated
on the outer traces, however the greater increase in noise attenuation *as

suffioient -
to provide a slight lnorease in signal:noise ratio. Therefore ;

although the continuity of these events was-not good, a general improvement
in theirdefinition resulted from the increased pattern lengths.

The combined theoretical response curve for the final . shothole .

and geophone patterns is shown superimposed - on the response: wave number.
graph (Plate 7). Although the high amplitude noise-should be attenuated
at the mainfrequency by some 30 dbs, the signal is also appreciably
attenuated and this attenuation may be as -high as 15 to 20 dbs,,for the
outer traces Of the shallow event. .

,

6.2 Production Results 

The final technique adopted for the production shooting on.
traverse Ta and used in the northern part of the traverse was as follows:

.7 in line, 50 feet apart^-
Charge 7 x 20 lbs at 80/90 feet

48 per trace in two lines of 24
Line spacing 30 feet,
Geophone spacing 15 feet

•
.original, 0 - -K92^•
:Tlaybackv :K21-75-

18, ops,, 12 db/octave

initial,.- 60
final; usually^O.

•
medium. speed

The section produced on traverse V.2 was of fair quality (Plate-10).

The principal eventoccurrat times ranging from 0.6 seconds to
0.95 seconds, slightly shallower events were recorded between shotpoints
189B and 194B, and again between shotpoints 181B and 184B. Continuity
of the shallow events is poor.

Several abnormal events occurr on the section, particularly those
with vertices at times of 0:7 seconds at S.P. 175B, 0.5 seconds at S.P. 183B„
1.0 seconds at S.P. 187B, and possibly at S.P. 194B. These events are
associated with interference and loss of continuity of the main reflection
event.

Low frequency events may be seen immediately following the main
reflection event over most of the section.

A t/Delta t analysis was made from the production records and-shows
an initial decrease in average velocity due to, :the high velocity effect of
the near surface basalt. A velocity function of Vi = 7170 + 0.65Z was
found to reasonably fit the section.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Several problems associated with the presence of volcanics were
expected.to occur. These were as.follows:-:

1 ... Surface problems

a) Energy transmission..
10 Variations in the weathered layer„
c) .Hard. drilling. .

2. Subsurface problems

. (a) Lateral velocity variations
(b) multiple reflections

1. Surface Problems

(a) Energy transmission. The results of the experimental
programme showed that the best transmission was obtained when the charge
was placed within-a hard-basalt layer and that charges of 100 to 140 lbs
gave a significant input down to approximately 2,5..seconda.-,

(1) Variatiorsinthe weathered layer. Although the near-surface
formations encountered in the:shotholes varied in thickness and extent,

s ho'largp variations in weathering times Were detected.

(c) Hard drilling. Drilling conditions were variable, but
average penetration rates of between ,50. and 90 feet her hour were
achieved. These rates are. not considered 'unenconomical.

_2. Subsurface Problems 
_^.

(a)Lateral velocity -variations. The velocity function
Vi= 71,70 + 0.65Z was found to.satisfy.the conditions along this traverse.
Although the pointS.A:in'the t/Delta t graPh were well scattered, no

. _consistent lateral Variation. could. be observed..^ .^-

(b) Multiple .reflections. No multiple reflections were identified
within the section above the main reflection although it is possible that

' the low frequency. energy which succeeds the main reflection, represents
reverberation type multiples. ,

In this area the sedimentary:section is most likely thin
(Ray Geophysical Oo.,.1963a), although no holes have been drilled to confirm

' this, and themain interest lies in reflections within the first second.'
The geophone and shothole . arrays used' in the final teOhnique have been
shown to produce A bignifidant(attenuation Of the longitudinal noise, but
alsoattenuate the reflections, particularly at shallow depths. ,:-Lt is
therefore difficult to obtain good quality_records . Without shortening the.^.
spreadiength. This Would greatly increase the cost of seismic work.

Although little transverse noise was recorded during the noise
test, the irregular nature of the near surface basalt is such that transverse

- noise is likely to occur. The eyent with vertix at shotpoint 183B is
_considered to be a reflected refraction with a path in the near-surface
basalt. Using the horizontal velocity forthe basalt, of 12 9 000 feet/sec
determined from .the first breaks, a curve was computed for a reflected
refraction and, was found - to aaree,well With the event.' .A diffraction
curve was also. computed but was found to have a different curvature.
Several weaker_eventi of similar curvature to the reflected refraction can
be seen interfering with the shallow reflections.



The events with vertices at shotpoints 175B and 187B are
considered to be diffraction patterns .. Ourves were computed using the
velocity function for. the area and assuming an origin in the vicinity
of the principal reflection. The . ourves'again agreed closely; It "is
possible that thee() events represent: reflected refractions from a deep6r
layer of basalt, but their close associations with discontinuities in the
main reflection event would suggest that they are diffraction patterns
emanating from fault planes.

The main reflection exhibits a pronounced overall dip to the
north with a fairly sharp reversal at S.P. 191B. The depth to this
horizon varies between approximately 2600 and 4300 feet and no deeper
horizons were noted. If the discontinuities at shotpoints 175B and
187B are associated with faults, the faults would be of small throw,
probably to the South.

8. CONCLUSIONS

1. A fairly'heavy technique, capable of producing
results on traverse V.2 was evolved from the eiperimental'programma '
The preliminary results on,traverse V.3suggest that this technique
will also give reliable results on other volcanic areas in the Otway
Basin.'

-2. - None of the, expected problems proved 'to be a: significant
battier to obtaining' good 'quality seismic results. The noise recorded.
at S.P.._180 did not:appear tc0:e:elevere.lodt,tha high degree -of
interference in:theishalloW44tt:of the section suggests that surface ,

_
noise.may piesentIthe majorproblew'in the area., '.. --

y-3. The shallow events are also interfered by reflected_
refraOtiOnS'iiith . Pathein the near-surface basalt, and could also be
affected by , fagltiwwhich appears. la -Occur in the 'Main 'reflecting..^_^.._,^.....^.^.^_ .^,^.
horizon::^. .^

,^ /
-. .--^ -'

44 -
 In increasaln shallow record quality might be obtained

by shortening the spreadlength and possibly by using -larger areal patterns
designed te- attenuate:transverse . eventet. .However,, this 'Would increase the
costof - seismio -eiPloratiOn:PiCpoionateIy.. . .-" . ..

•

, 5, The main reflecting horizon is tentatively correlated-with
igneous basement for the following reasons.

Previous 'surveys 'have': found' thatthe basement reflection''
is represented by two or three phases, with .a tendency ,

to split, followed by -a band of lower frequency energy.

(ii) The depth of section in this area predicted by,extrapolation
from the previous surveys , ams of the order of 3,000 to .

4,000 feet.

(iii) The-high v6locity of the refracted event recorded during
the noise test and which aPpeared to be atipociated with
the main reflection.

The depth of section under the traverse would vary,therefore from
approximately 2,600 feet at the southern end to approximately 4,300 -feet
at shotpoint 191B.

fl

(



.6 The -low .frequendY energy ocdurring iMMediately'below the
main 'reflecting hoiizon remains unaffected'by the changes in pattern

• Siie.':It can 'therefore be assumed that It Origingtes ithin the'sdOtion.

ItAgs,,particularly stronein the Vicinity of the diffraction' •
.- imtterni Where there is an (herein build up of energy.,^ A

It is th.oUght possible that this low frequency energy represents
reverberation type multiples.

,
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APPENDIX I. 

Staff and Equipment 

1. Staff

Party Leader
^J.S. Raitt

Deophysicist
^

B.F. Jones
Observer
^ G.S. Jennings

Clerk
^

J.G. Terpstra
Shooter
^ R.D. Cherry

Driller Grade 2
^

K. Suehle
Driller Grade 1
^

J. Keunen
W.'WhitbUrn

Drill Assistant
^

L.A. Ked6t-
A. Murphy

Mechanic
^ E. McIntosh

Surveyor
^ P. Pullinen (Dept. of Interior)

Programme Gain Control Unit
• Pre Filters

Geophones
Cables
Drills

Texas Instruments 7000B
S.I.E. V.T.6
S.I.E. F.M. PMR.20
Electro Tech. DS7/700

S.I.E. G.C.U./3 E.C.
C .G.G.
Hall-Sears HS-J (1312 in groups of 8)
Vector 1800 feet and 1320 feet
1 Mayhew 1000
2 Careys
1 Failing (under contract)

2. Equipment

• Amplifiers
Oscillograph
Magnetic Recorders



Otway
Hamilton, Victoria
21.4.65
2.4.65

22.4.65
22.4.65

V.2^V.3
600'^400'

1,800 ft/sec^3,000 ft/sec
10,000 ft/sec^10,000 ft/sec . ..„;
Uphole time + interpolation
Vi . 7170 +.-0.65Z
t/Delta t Analysis

31,260 ft^8,755 ft
303 -^91
883 hrs.^221 hrs.
606 hrs.^120.5 hrs.

28,5 ft/hr,
51.4,ft/hr:
78.4.ft/hr.

345'hrs

154 irs,
hrs

'160 hrs
' 70 hrs
4260 lbs
5935 lbs
527
73
• 5.5

55.4 ft/hr
69.7 ft/hr

.89.2 ft/hr

.73i hrs

44 sirs
ai hrs

51 hrs
4 hrs

620 lbs-'
913 lbs
155
19
2.3;,•

1 9.

APPENDIX 2. 

Operat16A41:DatEi-

, Sedimentary Basin
Area
Headquarters established
Surveying commenced
Drilling commenced

, Shooting commenced

Datum level for corrections
Weathering Velocity
Sub-weathering velocity
Static correction method
velemity fundtion
Derivation of velocity function

Total footage drilled
Total number of holes drilled
Total number of field hours
Total number of drilling hours
Ave.rage:penetration rate

(in ft/hour)
:1 ...-tpareys
:2.464Yhew

Total number of field hours
Total number of retording.hours: . ,

1:*Experimental
2. Production

Total number:btprofiles
Experimental

2. Production
Total explosives uses 3 inch

2i. inch
Total detonators used 100 feet

30 feet
Total miles traversed

•

•.
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